Representation learning (RL) for social networks facilitates real-world tasks such as visualization, link prediction and friend recommendation. Traditional knowledge graph embedding models learn continuous low-dimensional embedding of entities and relations. However, when applied to social networks, existing approaches do not consider the rich textual communications between users, which contains valuable information to describe social relationships. In this paper, we proposed TransConv, a novel approach that incorporates textual interactions between pair of users to improve representation learning of both users and relationships. Our experiments on real social network data show TransConv learns better user and relationship embeddings compared to other state-of-theart knowledge graph embedding models. Moreover, the results illustrate that our model is more robust for sparse relationships where there are fewer examples.
Introduction
Representation learning has been applied widely in different areas to extract useful information from data when building classifiers for inferring node attributes or predicting links in graphs. Many previous studies proposed lowdimensional network embeddings to learn graph representations (Cao, Lu, and Xu 2015; Grover and Leskovec 2016; Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014; Tang et al. 2015; Wang, Cui, and Zhu 2016) . When applied to social networks, these models project users to a hyperspace to capture the relational and structural information conveyed by the graph. However in social networks, because a user often has different roles for different relationships, learning a single unique representation for all users/relations may not be effective. For example, a user could be close to a one set of friends because they were college classmates but close to another because they are colleagues at work. To capture this information, is important to consider the characteristics of relationships between users when learning representations of social networks.
Knowledge graphs are multi-relational graphs that are composed of entities as nodes and relations as different types of edges. An edge instance is a triplet of fact (head entity, relation, tail entity). There has been a surge of interest in learning graph representations of social networks Copyright © 2019 , Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
by simultaneously learning user and relationship embeddings based on the concept of triplet (Bordes et al. 2013; Ji et al. 2015; Lin et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2014 ). These methods have considered both network structure and node relations to improve the quality of embedding. At the same time, semantic content of entities can also provide abundant information for representation learning. (Xie et al. 2016; Xiao et al. 2017 ) take the description of entities into account to incorporate text into embedding learning. However, typically users' descriptions do not provide much information about the relationships between pairs of users.
In this work, we make the observation that social network data often contain textual communications among users, and that this information is a valuable signal about the types and strength of relationships between users. However, to date this information has not been used effectively in network embedding methods. To address this, we propose a novel relationship embedding model, TransConv.
TransConv is a structural embedding approach using relation hyperplanes, where every relationship can be viewed as a translation of users in the embedding space. To incorporate textual communication into the learned embeddings, we develop two different types of conversation factors to include in the objective function when learning the embeddings. Our work was inspired by Word2Vec word embedding model (Mikolov et al. 2013 ) and knowledge graph completion models (Bordes et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2014) . Word2Vec allows people to use vector arithmetic to work with word analogies, for instance, King − Man + Woman ≈ Queen. This can be interpreted to mean that the relationship between King and Queen is similar to the one between Man and Woman. Instead of working with analogies, our model will directly learn vector representations of relationships between users in social networks. Therefore, we aim to leverage ideas from the knowledge graph completion problem to jointly learn representations of entities and relations. We extend previous approaches by incorporating conversationbased factors to improve the learning process. We evaluate TransConv on three different classification tasks: social network completion, triplets classification, and multilabel classification. The experimental results show that our approach outperforms other state-of-the-art models on two real-world social network datasets, and notably it improves prediction accuracy for both frequent and infrequency relations.
Problem Formulation
In social network data, we have a set of users (U = {u i }), user attributes (X = {X i }) collected from user profiles and their group memberships, and messages exchanged among the users (D = {d ij }). More specifically document d ij ∈ D represents the set of posts t ij sent from u i to u j . Relationships between pairs of users are either defined by the attribute values that they share in common (e.g., r k (i, j) = 1 if x i = x j = k and 0 otherwise), or defined by certain directional attributes (e.g., u j is u i 's top friend, u j is senior to u i ). Given attribute values of interest in the data, we define a set of relations (R = {r k }).
Given a pair of user and their relation as a triplet (u i , r, u j ), the goal of this work is to learn a joint embedding for users and relationships, such that every relation can be viewed as a translation of users in the embedding space. Let u i andû j denote the user embeddings of u i and u j , andr denote the relationship embedding of r. The embeddingû i is close toû j by adding the relationship embeddingr (i.e., u i +r ≈û j ). The embeddings of users and relationships are in the same space ∈ R k . Let ∆ denote the set of golden (positive; true) triplets, for which the relationship holds in the data and ∆ (ui,r,uj ) stand for the set of negative triplets constructed by corrupting a golden triplet (u i , r, u j ).
Previous work on structural embedding began with TransE (Bordes et al. 2013) , which first adopted the concept to learn entity embedding of knowledge bases (KB). TransE (Bordes et al. 2013 ) assumes the error ||û 1 +r −û 2 || l1/l2 is low if (u 1 , r, u 2 ) is a golden triplet. This works well for irreflexive and 1-to-1 relations but fails to deal well with reflexive, N-to-1, 1-to-N or N-to-N relations. TransH (Wang et al. 2014 ) addressed the issues of TransE by introducing relation-specific hyperplanes w r . Several models, such as TransR (Lin et al. 2015) and TransD (Ji et al. 2015) , then extended TransH and enhanced the embedding performance by learning mapping matrices to relation spaces.
However, the previous work only considers the network structure among entities and ignore the textual information content in messages. In this work, we aim to exploit the message information among users to improve the learned embedding, e.g., by automatically identifying content relevant to particular relations. Specifically, when modeling people's relationships in social networks, we consider a sophisticated model to utilize the "interaction" between two users rather than design a complicated hyperplane projection. For example, u 1 , u 2 , and u 3 are three users who described themselves as supporters for the same political party, but (u 1 , u 2 ) discuss politics extensively and (u 1 , u 3 ) rarely discuss it. Let's denote r politics as "the same political party". If we model the relation r politics by TransH or its extended models, they treat the triplets (u 1 , r politics , u 2 ) and (u 1 , r politics , u 3 ) in the same way (because they do not consider the content of discussion between users). In contrast, our approach will focus more on (u 1 , u 2 ) than (u 1 , u 3 ) when learning the embedding, under the assumption that the frequent discussion indicates a stronger relationship with respect to r politics .
More specifically, to incorporate interaction information in the embedding, we define two new conversational factors to use during learning: conversation similarity and conversation frequency (defined below). Using these new factors, we then outline our novel relationship embedding model, TransConv.
Conversation Similarity Factor
To capture the textual similarity of the interaction between a user pair regarding a particular relation, we define a conversation similarity factor µ r i,j . The factor represents the textual similarity of the interaction between a user pair (u i , u j ) with respect to relation r, based on the documents d ij and d ji (the collection of messages between u i and u j ). We compute µ r i,j as follows:
1. First, we identify the most representative set of words for each relation r ∈ R. To do this, we collect the set of pairs (u i , u j ) with relation r and concatenate all their posts into a single (large) document D r . We repeat this process for each of the relations in R. From the resulting documents, we compute the TF-IDF (Salton 1991) values for each word in each document D r . TF-IDF scores are widely used as a numerical statistic to reflect how important a word is to a document in a collection. Then for each document D r , we identify the top-K words with largest TF-IDF values and use those as the representative words as the dictionary W r for the relation r.
2. Next, we compute a word existence vector (denoted as wv rij and wv rji ) based on the dictionary W r to transform the textual interactions between u i and u j with regard to relation r. This tracks whether the pair has used the words that are representative to the relation r. For each word w in W r , the value is set to 1 if w exists in the posts d ij (or d ji ), otherwise it is set to 0.
3. Finally, we use the word existence vectors to compute the conversation similarity factor for each user pair using the similarity function SIM (e.g., cosine similarity): µ r i,j = SIM (wv rij , wv rji ). This tracks whether the pair uses similar words from the relation r in their communication back and forth. We repeat this for every r ∈ R.
The similarity factor µ r i,j measures whether u i and u j 's mutual discussion is relevant to r, and evaluates the degree of affinity between u i and u j .
Conversation Frequency Factor
We define a conversation frequency factor φ r ij to represent the strength of the interaction between a user pair (u i , u j ) with respect to relation r. In this factor, we also use the relation dictionaries W r from steps 1-2 above.
We first define out r (u i , u j ) as the sum of fraction of words in dictionary W r used in the messages from u i to u j :
Here m is the number of messages from u i to u j . w p is the set of words used in message p. w r p is the intersection of w p and W r . Note that the more u i communicates with u j , using words relevant to relation r, the the value of out r (u i , u j ) will be larger.
Next, we define the conversation frequency factor φ r ij , which reflects to the intensity of interaction between two users with respect to relation r, compared to other users:
If u i interacts more frequently with u j compared to other users, the the frequency factor will be larger. The factor can also distinguish whether the interaction between u i and u j is one-way or two-way.
After computing the above factors {µ r i,j } {φ r i,j } for each relation, we will use them to weights the errors of triplets used in the embedding objective. We do not consider the documents D further.
TransConv: Translating on Conversation
In our TransConv model, we assume that people who have similar (stronger) textual interactions would share similar (stronger) relationships, which can be used to improve the learned embeddings. That is, their relationships can be translated better with the aid of their conversations. To achieve this goal, we jointly incorporate the conversation similarity factors {µ r i,j } and frequency factors {φ r i,j } introduced in last section when learning user and relationship representations.
For a triplet (u i , r, u j ), we learn the relationship-specific hyperplane w r for relation r as well as the user embeddingŝ u i andû j by projecting users on the relationship hyperplane. The projections are denoted asû i⊥ andû j ⊥ , respectively. If (u i , r, u j ) is a golden triplet, the aim is to ensure that u i⊥ andû j ⊥ are connected by a translation vectorr on the hyperplane with low error measured by ||û i⊥ +r−û j ⊥ || l 1/2 .
We define a score function f r (u i , u j ) to assess the quality of the embeddings for u i and u j wrt relation r, and weight the score using their conversation similarity and frequency factors:
(3) Here α is a tunable parameter for assigning different learning weights to the similarity factor µ r ij and frequency factor φ r ij . The two factors play important roles augmentating the score function f r . By constraining ||w r || 2 = 1, we formulateû i⊥ andû j ⊥ as:
Then the score function f r (u i , u j ) can then be rewritten as:
(5) The score is expected to be lower for golden triplets and higher for negative triplets. Since golden triplets with affinity (i.e., higher similarity) and stronger (i.e., higher frequency) interactions are weighted more heavily in the objective, the optimization will pay more attention to reducing the translation error for those triplets. The concept of TransConv is illustrated in Figure 1 . We simultaneously learn the user embeddings for u 1 and u 2 as well as the relationship embeddings for r senior to and r christian . When u 1 and u 2 have more conversations related to a certain relation, TransConv minimizes the score f r (u 1 , u 2 ) further. In other words, if u 1 and u 2 have two relations r senior to and r christian , but they use more words relevant to r christian compared to r senior to , TransConv will attempt to minimize f r christian (u i , u j ) more than f rsenior to (u i , u j ). As illustrated in Figure 1 , during the training phase, f r christian (u i , u j ) (i.e., the distance of the red double-headed arrow) is minimized compared to f rsenior to (u i , u j ) (i.e., the distance of the blue doubleheaded arrow).
By considering projections on relational hyperplanes along with the augmentation of our proposed conversation factors, TransConv can encode different representations for each user, which depends on his/her relationships with others as well as the similarity and frequency of their textual discussions.
Optimization
In order to maximize the difference between golden triplets and negative triplets, we define our loss function as:
max(x, 0) and γ > 0 is the discriminative margin separating golden and negative triplets. The loss function sums over a corrupted negative triplet for each golden triplet (described more below). We adopt stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to minimize the above loss function. When minimizing the loss function, we enforce constraints as ∀u ∈ U , ||u|| 2 ≤ 1 and ∀r ∈ R, ||w r || 2 = 1.
Initially, we construct the sample data from only golden triplets in ∆. In order to reduce false negative instances, we follow TransH (Wang et al. 2014 ) and apply Bernoulli sampling method to sample negative triplets. For each golden triplet (u i , r, u j ) in ∆, our approach samples one neg-
and adds it to ∆ ui,r,uj . We assign different probabilities for replacing the head user (u i ) or the tail user (u j ) when corrupting the triplet, which depend on the mapping property (i.e., 1-to-N, N-to-1, and Nto-N) of the relation. Among all the triplets of a relation r, let tph denote the average number of tail users per head user and hpt denote the average number of head users per tail user. Then we define a Bernoulli distribution with parameter tph tph+hpt for sampling: given a golden triplet (u i , r, u j ), we corrupt the triplet by replacing the head user with probability tph tph+hpt , and we corrupt the triplet by replacing the tail user with probability hpt tph+hpt .
Related Work Network Embedding Models
There has been increasing attention on low-dimensional graph embedding recently. Many approaches have been proposed for data visualization, node classification, link prediction, and recommendation. DeepWalk (Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014) predicts the local neighborhood of nodes embeddings to learn graph embedding. LINE (Tang et al. 2015) learns feature representations in first-order proximity and second-order proximity respectively. GraRep (Cao, Lu, and Xu 2015) learns graph representation by optimizing kstep loss functions. Node2Vec (Grover and Leskovec 2016) extends DeepWalk with a more sophisticated random walk procedure and explores diverse neighborhoods. Although many studies have reported their performance on social network datasets, we argue that the actual social networks are more complicated. Users in social networks could have different neighbor structures based on different relationships. Jointly learning representations for users and relationships can help to describe users in social networks more precisely.
Structural Knowledge Graph Embedding Models
The main stream of structural embedding models follows the basic idea that every relation is regarded as translation in the embedding space. The embedding of one entity, say h, is close to another embedding, say t, by adding a relation vector r. A triplet (h, r, t) could be described as the equation h + r ≈ t. TransE (Bordes et al. 2013 ) first adopted the concept to learn entity embeddings in knowledge bases (KBs). However, TransE does not perform well on relations with reflexive (i.e., r is a reflexive map for triplets (h, r, t) and (t, r, h)), 1-to-N, N-to-1, and N-to-N properties. TransH (Wang et al. 2014 ) addressed this issue by introducing relationship hyperplanes so entities can be represented differently with respect to different relations. TransR (Lin et al. 2015) considers that entities and relations should be projected into different embedding spaces and mapped together by mapping matrices of relations. TransD (Ji et al. 2015) extends TransR but reduces its complexity by constructing two dynamic mapping matrices for each triplet and replacing matrix-vector multiplication operations by vector operations. Structural embedding models perform well for entity embedding in KBs, however, they only consider the network structure of entities-they do not use any information about textual communication. Since our study focuses on relationship and user embeddings in social networks, we conjecture that the textual communication between users plays an especially crucial role.
Text-aware Knowledge Graph Embedding Models
Some studies have introduced text-aware embeddings, which attempt to represent the knowledge graph with textual information. DKRL (Xie et al. 2016) proposed an encoder architecture with continuous bag of words (CBOW) and convolutional neural network (CNN) to learn entity embeddings based on network structure and entity description. SSP (Xiao et al. 2017 ) introduced semantic hyperplanes to capture semantic relevance and correlate entity descriptions to certain topics. These models perform well on knowledge graph embeddings, however, they only consider the description of entities as their textual information. Since our goal is to leverage the impact of interaction and communication between users in social networks, the user description does not provide sufficient details to describe these relationships between users. TransRev (Garcia-Duran et al. 2018) learned a text representation for each pair of heterogeneous source and target nodes. Unlike knowledge graph models, it learned the "relationship" (i.e., textual review representation) between every user-product pair rather than a global relationship representation. Thus, the relationship learned from TransRev is incapable of modeling multiple relationships between a node pair like our proposed model. Specifically, existing representation learning models for knowledge graphs only consider the information of each entity itself and then build a translative bridge to interpret the relation of two entities. As such, applying the existing models directly to social networks will disregard meaningful information because textual interactions between users can be important signals of the relationship of users. For example, messages between users suggest the topics they have in common. Those interactions enable us to estimate the strength of relationships and to further identify specific types of relationships among users. It facilitates a more accurate learning of hidden representations in social networks.
Comparison of TransConv to Related Work
To highlight differences with prior work, we list the score functions of related models in Table 1 . The embeddings of user u i and u j are represented by vectorsû i andû j ∈ R k . In contrast with these models, which do not include textual communication in their score functions, we use the proposed conversation factors to augment the TransConv objective.
Experiments
We evaluate our approach and related methods on three various tasks: social network completion, triplets classification and multilabel classification. Table 1 : Score functions of embedding models. every triplet (u i , r, u j ), u i posts at least one message (conversation) on u j 's timeline and vice versa. We construct 41 relationships from user attributes, groups and top friends information.
• Our Twitter dataset is sampled from the dataset collected by (Kwak et al. 2010 ). It contains 20 million post activities from June to July 2009. There are 300,985 triplets with 22,729 users. We use the posts with user mentions (e.g., "@david happy birthday!") as textual interactions. The 42 relationships types are constructed from user profiles and follower/following information.
We follow TransE (Bordes et al. 2013 ) to categorize relationships into four categories. In the Facebook (Twitter) dataset, there are 10.6% (23.6%) 1-to-1, 2.6% (6.6%) 1-to-N, 2.6% (6.6%) N-to-1 and 84.2% (63.2%) N-to-N relationships in generated triplets. Table 2 reports the statistics of two datasets. Compared to knowledge base datasets, our datasets is more challenging since it contains more N-to-N complex relationships. 
Experiment Settings
We evaluate TransConv compared to several knowledge graph embedding models: transE, transH, transR, transD, and DKRL. Both structural and text-aware embedding models are included. We follow the details in the papers to implement these models, and compare the performance of the above models by applying them on our social network datasets.
We perform stratified sampling to split the dataset into 80% training set and 20% validation set. The best configurations are selected based on the performance of validation set. Next, we perform 10-fold cross validation on testing set and report the average results. In training TransConv, we perform grid search over learning rate R for SGD among {0.001, 0.005, 0.01}, the batch size B among {100, 500}, the number of training epochs T among {200, 500}, the margin γ among {0.5, 1.0, 1.5}, the embedding dimension k among {100, 200, 300}, the norm used in score function among {L1-norm, L2-norm}, the top-K TF-IDF among {100, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500} and the learning weight α for conversation factors between 0 and 1. For the Facebook dataset, the optimal configurations of TransConv are: R = 0.001, B = 100, T = 500, γ = 1.0, k = 300, norm = L1-norm, K = 2000 and α = 0.5. The sensitivity of selecting α and top-K TF-IDF is reported in Figure 2 . The best α we have is 0.5 and it suggests both conversation similarity and frequency factors take important roles in learning embeddings. The same configurations are applied to the Twitter dataset.
We follow the same process to select corresponding best configurations for other models. In training DKRL model, it is required to include textual information of each entity. In its original work (Xie et al. 2016) , each entity's description is composed of a set of keywords selected from the entity's Wikipedia page. However, there is no direct textual description for Facebook and Twitter users. Therefore, we concatenate all the messages posted by an user as a document, and select keywords with top-K TF-IDF score to represent the user's textual description. We select K = 1500 for Facebook and K = 2000 for Twitter. Next, we apply Google's pre-trained Skip-Gram model (Mikolov et al. 2013) , which is trained on part of Google News dataset (about 100 billion words), to generate each entity's description-based representation. Finally, we concatenate the learned description and structure-based representations for DKRL's prediction tasks. 
Social Network Completion
In this experiment, we evaluate whether the learned user and relationship embeddings are useful in predicting the existence of user pairs that actually have certain relationships. The task is to complete a golden triplet (u i , r, u j ) by minimizing the score function f r (u i , u j ), as defined in Table 1 , when u i or u j is missing. For example, we predict u j given (u i , r) or predict u i given (r, u j ). We follow the same protocol used by TransE (Bordes et al. 2013 ). First, we compute the "raw" scores for those corrupted triplets and rank them in ascending order, then get the rank of the original golden triplet. Additionally, it is possible that a corrupted triplet exists in the graph and is ranked before the original triplet. This case should not be considered as wrong, so we also compute the "filter" scores to eliminate the factor. The mean rank of correct users and Hits@N, the proportion of correct users in top-N ranked users, are reported in Table 4 and Table 5 . A lower mean rank is better while a higher Hits@N is better. The results show that TransConv consistently outperformed other models and achieved 86.9% on Facebook dataset and 98.3% on Twitter dataset with filter setting in Hits@10. The results in bold statistically significant outperform other models at 0.01 level in paired t-tests.
First, it is interesting that TransConv, TransH, and TransR have the top-3 highest mean rank among models in both datasets, which shows projecting matrices to relation hyperplanes and spaces is effective when learning embeddings for social network data. Secondly, the performance difference between TransConv and TransH suggests that considering the text similarity and communication intensity between users improves the embedding learning significantly. Thirdly, as the reported results of different α values in Figure 2 , it further indicates text similarity and communication intensity are complementary factors since neither α = 0 nor α = 1 achieve the best result. Furthermore, it is noticeable that DKRL model did not perform well with both datasets and that might be caused by the way how we generate the textual description for users. Unlike texts in Wikipedia page are used to define and describe an entity, the collected mes- -to-N N-to-1 N-to-N 1-to-1 1-to-N N-to-1 N-to-N 1-to-1 1-to-N N-to-1 N- -to-N N-to-1 N-to-N 1-to-1 1-to-N N-to-1 N-to-N 1-to-1 1-to-N N-to-1 N- Table 7 : Detailed results by relationship categories with Filter setting on Twitter dataset.
sages could be very casual, noisy and short of meaningful words to depict a user. We further investigate the performance on each relationship category and report the results of mean rank and Hits@10 in Table 6 and Table 7 . In order to ascertain the consistency, we also evaluate the results of replacing head or tail users. In Figure 3 , we examine more closely on the top-3 most frequent and bottom-3 least frequent relationships of the Facebook dataset. Generally speaking, all models have higher Hits@10 scores and lower score variances on top-3 relationships. The results show all models perform stable on relationships that contain more samples of golden triplets. In top-3 relationships, TransConv and TransH outperform others and there is no significant performance difference between TransConv and TransH. It reconfirms that it is helpful to include relationship hyperplane projection for social network datasets. However, when examining the bottom-3 relationships, TransConv still achieves nearly over 60% in Hits@10 and outperforms others; While the performances of other models, including TransH, have dropped significantly to lower than 20%. In addition, only TransConv and DKRL achieve over 10% in the bottom-1 relationship. It suggests that incorporating textual information is beneficial in learning social relationship representation. We do not include the figure for Twitter dataset here due to space limitation, but the result is also consistent with the result on Facebook dataset. In overall, TransConv consistently performs better on both top-3 and bottom-3 relationships and shows more robustness for lack of training samples.
Triplets Classification
In this task, we evaluate if the score function of TransConv is effective in discriminating golden and negative triplets by binary classification. For a triplet (u i , r, u j ), it is predicted as positive if its score f r (u i , u j ) is lower than the threshold σ r ; Otherwise, it is predicted as negative. The relationspecific threshold σ r is determined by maximizing the classification accuracy on the validation set. It requires negative labels to perform the evaluation. We follow the same setting in TransE (Bordes et al. 2013 ) to construct negative examples for Facebook dataset resulting with equal number of positive and negative examples, and we further discuss three negative sampling strategies by replacing head users, replacing tail users or randomly selecting head (tail) users to replace. When constructing a negative triplet, we constrain the replaced users by only allowing users in a position if they appeared in that position and was ever in that relationship with others in the dataset. For example, with the strategy of replacing tail users, given a correct triplet (user 7 , is top f riend of , user 30 ), a potential negative example is (user 7 , is top f riend of , user 15 ). The user 15 adds other users as his (her) top friends on Facebook (in the position of tail user) but not including user 7 .
We compare the performance of knowledge graph and networking embedding models and report classification accuracy on eight selected relationships in Table 8 . We first select top-5 most frequent relationships, which all happen to be N-to-N category in both Facebook and Twitter dataset. We also include the relationship with largest number of triplets in 1-to-1, 1-to-N, and N-to-1 category respectively to consider all relationship categories in our experiments. For knowledge graph models, different score functions as described in Table 1 are evaluated. For network embedding models, since they do not learn relation embedding, we concatenate the learned user embeddings of each pair (u i , u j ) as a feature vector e ui ⊕ e uj and train a binomial logistic regression model for each relation r. That is, if (u i , r, u j ) is a golden triplet, the label of input e ui ⊕ e uj is true, otherwise false. The results show the score function of TransConv significantly outperforms other models in triplets binary classification. With incorporating conversation factors, it enables our proposed score function to identify golden/negative triplets in more precise way. In addition, we evaluate the results on different relationship categories. In Figure 4 , we show the four relationships of Facebook dataset that each one contains the largest number of triplets Table 8 : Mean accuracy (%) for triplet binary classification on selected relationships with different negative sampling strategies. in its own category. TransConv also outperforms other models in all four categories.
Multilabel Classification
In this section, we evaluate if the representations learned from TransConv is effective for multilabel classification on the relationship labels of user pairs. We use the same relationships selected in the experiments of triplet classification. However, since the user representations learned from knowledge graph embedding models vary from different relationships, the common one-vs-all approach (Boutell et al. 2004 ) for multilabel classification is not applicable. We design a multilabel classification experiment based on global score threshold σ learned from the validation set. The experiment is constructed as below:
1. For each user pair (u i , u j ) in the validation set, we retrieve the scores f r (u i , u j ) on every relation r and further normalize the scores by z-score.
2. For each embedding model, we search a global score threshold σ among all relations and use it in prediction task. That is, if the normalized score of a user pair (u i , u j ) in any relation r is smaller than σ, we predict (u i , r, u j ) as a true triplet; otherwise, predict it as a negative one. Table 9 : Results of multilabel 8-relationship classification.
Predicting a triplet as true means predicting the user pair hold the relationship label. It accordingly predicts each user pair a set of relationship labels.
3. We perform an exhaustive search for the global threshold σ that achieves the highest hamming score (Godbole and Sarawagi 2004) on validation set. Let T be the true set of labels and S be the predicted set of labels. Accuracy is measured by hamming score which symmetrically measures how close T is to S, defined as Accuracy = |T ∩ S|/|T ∪ S|.
4. We follow the same steps to get the normalized scores for every triplet in the testing set and predict the relationship labels by the global threshold σ. Then we report the hamming score as the testing accuracy of multilabel classification.
We apply the same experiment procedure for all models and the results are shown in Table 9 . TransConv performs best in 8-relationship classification task. It shows that taking our proposed conversation factors into consideration is effective to capture the strength of relationship.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel relationship embedding model, TransConv, which is built upon structural translation on relationship hyperplane and further optimized through conversation factors established from textual communications. To the best of our knowledge, TransConv is the first model that considers both intensity and similarity of textual communications between users. Our experiments show that TransConv outperforms the state-of-the-art relationship embedding models in the tasks of social network completion, triplets classification and multilabel classification.
